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1. Introduction
1.1

Greenwich Winter Night Shelter recognises that it has responsibilities for the
health and safety of our workforce, volunteers and guests. We will assess the
hazards and risks faced by our workforce in the course of their work and take
action to control the risks.

1.2

This policy outlines the duty and responsibility of staff, volunteers and trustees
working on behalf of GWNS in relation to Health of Safety.

1.3

This Heath and Safety Policy contains a plan detailing how we manage our health
and safety issues at Greenwich Winter Night Shelter. The policy sets out our
commitment to manage risks and provide good standards of health and safety to
staff, volunteers and guests and also to meet our legal duties.

1.4

This policy will cover the following:
❖ Accidents, incidents and First Aid
❖ Fire and emergency arrangements
❖ Intruder alarm
❖ CCTV
❖ Lone working
❖ COVID-19
❖ Premises
❖ Equipment
❖ Substances

2. Accidents, incidents and First Aid
2.1

All accidents and incidents are to be reported in the Accident and Incident
logbook. The logbook will be checked daily by a member of staff and investigated
to identify causes and measures for prevention.

2.2

If an accident needs to be further investigated, it will be reported to the trustee
board for investigation.

2.3

First Aid boxes are located within the building in both kitchens and the staff office
and will be checked on a weekly basis.

2.4

Should an emergency arise, 999 is to be called immediately.

3. Fire and emergency arrangements
3.1

GWNS has a full evacuation procedure in place. This means if the fire alarm
sounds, everyone must vacate the building by the nearest fire exit and meet at the
assembly point in front of the building.

3.2

There are three designated fire exits in the building. There is a floor plan in each
room marking the route to the nearest fire exit and all fire exits are clearly
marked.

3.3

Staff will conduct a weekly fire alarm test and equipment will be serviced
biannually.

3.4

Equipment is provided and serviced by Reign Secure Limited (24-hour support:
01708 472 088).

4. Intruder alarm, door entry and CCTV
4.1

An intruder alarm is installed in the building to reduce the risk of theft and
unauthorised access into the property.

4.2

CCTV is in operation internally and externally.

4.3

There is a door entry system in place to monitor who comes in and out of the
building. All visitors must sign in to the visitor book in reception.

4.4

The intruder alarm and CCTV system are provided and serviced by Reign Secure
Limited (24-hour support: 01708 472 088).

5. Lone working
5.1

To ensure the safety of staff and volunteers and reduce the risk of any harm,
GWNS has a no-lone working principle in place.

5.2

Volunteers must not find themselves alone with a guest and must immediately
request support from another volunteer if the situation arises.

5.3

Staff members should not work alone in the building for a period of more than 3
hours and must not meet anyone on site without another staff member present.

5.4

Staff must ensure their calendars are up-to-date and whereabouts clearly
communicated if off-site. If off-site, staff must sign off at the end of the day.

6. Knives and hazardous substances
6.1

All knives are to be locked away in a secure knife box. All knives are numbered
and are to be accounted for at the end of each shift by the shift leader.

6.2

All hazardous substances must also be kept in a locked cupboard, this includes
toilet bleach and other harsh cleaning materials.

7. COVID-19
7.1

GWNS will operate in line with COVID-19 government guidelines and will amend
service delivery accordingly.

7.2

We recommend that anyone who falls under the vulnerable category, as per NHS
guidance, does not volunteer in a front-line role.

7.3

Our approach to COVID-19 will be continually monitored and reviewed, any
resulting changes will be clearly communicated to all staff and volunteers.

8.
8.1

Premises
Greenwich Winter Night Shelter will:
❖ Provide a suitable and safe working environment for employees with adequate
welfare facilities.
❖ Ensure that the fixed electrical installation is adequately installed and
maintained.
❖ Introduce and maintain measures to control and manage the risks from
asbestos.
❖ Ensure good housekeeping standards are instigated and maintained.
❖ Provide suitable and sufficient maintenance of the facilities provided within the
workplace.

9.
9.1

Equipment
Greenwich Winter Night Shelter will ensure that:
❖ All equipment provided by the organisation is suitable and properly used.
❖ All work equipment is adequately maintained and safe.
❖ Portable electrical appliances are adequately maintained, inspected and tested.
❖ Appropriate hand tools are provided and maintained.

❖ Any Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) provided gives suitable protection, is
used and that employees are given information, instruction and training on its
use.
10.

Substances

10.1 Drugs and alcohol are under no circumstance permitted on site.
10.2 If any clinical waste is found on site, it must be disposed of safely in the clinical
waste bin in the office.
10.3 No medication is under any circumstance permitted to be offered to guests, staff or
volunteers.
11.

Monitoring

11.1 The operation of this policy and arrangements is actively monitored through the
periodic review of our completed Safety Record Forms and also by using Periodic
Workplace Checklists.
11.2 Greenwich Winter Night Shelter maintains overall responsibility for monitoring,
but some of the routine tasks may be delegated.
11.3 We also use an Annual Health and Safety Review form to determine whether our
existing health and safety procedures and arrangements are adequate.
11.4 Monitoring and review will help us to check the effectiveness of our Health and
Safety procedures.

